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Dolphin Capital Finds Sweet Spot in the Confections Industry
Dynamic Confections sells subsidiary, Bogdon Candy Co.
Salt Lake City, Utah – August 10, 2009 – Bogdon Candy Co., a subsidiary of
Dynamic Confections, sold this week to a New York based confections company,
making this a sweet deal for both Dolphin Capital and its portfolio company,
Dynamic Confections.

Bogdon’s famous Reception Stick®, a hand-rolled hard candy stick dipped in
chocolate, is currently sold throughout the US. Each day in the Kansas City, MO
manufacturing plant, thousands of these sticks are spun and led through a
waterfall of chocolate before getting packed and shipped to department stores,
wedding receptions, restaurants and boutiques.

The Bogdon family has been making these delectable treats for close to 65 years
and partnered with Dynamic Confections in 2007 to help them increase
distribution. Taz Murray, CEO of Dynamic said “This has been a great partnership
with the Bogdon family and we are confident that the acquirer, Richardson
Brands, will continue the momentum we helped to create.”

Dynamic Confections brought on private equity firm Dolphin Capital as a partner
in 2007. From here, Dolphin will continue to help Dynamic layer on strategic
acquisitions and Dynamic will continue to layer on something different chocolate, and lots of it, to its Mrs. Fields boxed chocolate line and other

confections products manufactured under its subsidiaries, Maxfields (Salt Lake
City, UT), Kencraft (Alpine, UT) and Dynamic Chocolates (Vancouver, BC).
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About Dolphin Capital
Dolphin Capital is a Utah-based private equity firm that invests in mid-market businesses
with significant growth potential. Current portfolio companies include Winder Farms,
Ragnar Events, Dynamic Confections, Skipstone Staffing, Foundation Source, Sea to Ski
and the Great Salt Lake Brine Shrimp Cooperative. Visit www.dolphincapitalgroup.com
for more information.
About Dynamic Confections
Dynamic Confections, a portfolio company of Dolphin Capital, headquartered in Salt
Lake City, UT, is a chocolate manufacturer and distributor with three subsidiaries:
Dynamic Chocolates, Maxfields, and Kencraft. Boxed chocolate and other confectionary
products are manufactured under the Mrs. Fields, Kencraft, Dolce D’Or and Botticelli
brands. Products are sold throughout the US and Canada.

